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Permanent Link to PNT Board opposes Ligado ‘lite’ proposal, DARPA seeks photonics
2021/06/03
On Aug. 10, the National Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT)
Advisory Board, the government’s GPS expert board, sent a letter to the National
Executive Committee for Space-Based PNT (a multi-agency body that steers GPS
policy) that concluded, “We strongly recommend your opposition to the Ligado
proposal.” The letter sprang from a unanimous vote five days earlier to oppose
allowing Ligado Networks to use spectrum neighboring the GPS band for terrestrial
communications. Ligado possesses licenses to broadcast on two satellite bands
located adjacent to the GPS frequencies. The company has been seeking permission
from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to repurpose these licenses
from satellite-based use to ground-based use from powerful tower transmitters.
Ligado said in May it would lower the power in its proposal for the 1526–1536 MHz
band to 9.98 dBW to avoid interference with certified aviation receivers. However,
the PNT Advisory Board reiterated its opposition, saying that even if the
transmissions’ power was lowered to just under 10 watts, it “will create totally
unacceptable interference for a great number of GPS users in the United States.”
From the Letter: “This risk is far too great, and far too many questions remain, for
Ligado’s proposal to be approved. While there are many broadband alternatives
(Ligado would be a very small percentage of this national asset), there is only one
GPS. Any impairment to current and future uses is clearly contrary to the national
interest. Therefore, implementation of their recently proposed ~10-watt operating
scheme will create totally unacceptable interference for a great number of GPS users
in the United States. In fact, despite power limits in their current amended
application, it is probable they could still be allowed to increase this power over time.
This would be even more destructive to GPS users. “We believe avoiding degradation
over at least 90 percent of the region near Ligado transmitters is the absolute
minimum protection for GPS receivers in each class. This would be a hypothetical
90 percent Protection Evaluation. This is not an endorsement of this level since, of
course, all users would prefer 100 percent protection. The Department of
Transportation (DOT) Adjacent Band Compatibility (ABC) study is the only validated
test to verify degradation at various received power levels. “Those results inform that
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to insure degradation not exceed 10 percent of the Region (90 percent Protection) for
High Performance receivers, either: Ligado maximum power can be no more than
.0036 watts at the 400-meter spacing they had earlier planned. Tolerable power
would be 3/10ths of 1 percent of their proposed ~10 watts. Or the closest spacing of
Ligado transmitters is 20,000 meters (over 12 miles) for their proposed ~10 watt
power level (see Figure 1).” Figure 1. The PNTAB strongly believes that 90 percent is
the minimum Area Protection Criterion (maximum 10 percent degradation). (Chart:
PNT Advisory Board) DARPA wants photonic integrated circuits High-energy photons
emission (abstract illustration). (Photo: GiroScience/Shutterstock.com) The U.S.
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Microsystems Technology
Office is soliciting research proposals for the development of a new class of atom-
based systems using integrated photonics and trapped atoms to enable high-
performance, robust, portable clocks and gyroscopes. The military researchers are
asking industry to develop relatively simple portable photonic integrated circuits
(PICs) for high-performance position, navigation and timing (PNT) devices as an
alternative to GPS for when satnav signals are not available. A PIC or integrated
optical circuit, similar to an electronic integrated circuit, integrates multiple photonic
(having to do with light) functions, providing capabilities for information signals
imposed on optical wavelengths, typically in the visible spectrum or near-infrared,
850–1650 nanometers. A-PhI Program The Atomic-Photonic Integration (A-PhI)
program seeks to develop trapped-atom based, high-performance PNT devices,
reducing the complexity of these atomic systems by using PICs. According to the
DARPA document, the PICs will replace the optical assembly behind devices such as
sensitive and accurate angle sensors and clocks, while still enabling the necessary
trapping, cooling, manipulation and interrogation of atoms. A-PhI aims to
demonstrate that compact PICs can replace the optical bench of conventional free-
space optics for high-performance trapped-atom gyroscopes and trapped-atom clocks
without degrading the performance of the underlying physics package. Physics
Atomic systems using trapped atoms have the potential to be made portable while
maintaining their accuracy due to the atomic trap’s small size and the inherent
isolation a trap offers an atomic system from the environment, especially from
acceleration. Currently, these systems are bulky, heavy, and not notably portable,
because of the complexity of the optical systems used to create the trap. In the past,
efforts to miniaturize the hundreds to thousands of optical components in such
benchtop systems have relied on removing optical elements, miniaturizing the
remaining elements, and tightly integrating them in a small package. The products
deliver degraded performance with the need to maintain very tight optical alignment,
causing both poor environmental robustness and poor tolerance to design errors.
Effective miniaturized atomic systems cannot be achieved at a reasonable cost with
this approach. Recent developments in PIC research suggest that on-chip optical
frequency combs based on microresonators, optical frequency synthesis, novel on-
/off-chip coupling, wavelength demultiplexers, and on-chip phased arrays for dynamic
manipulation of light fields can replace optical systems with readily manufacturable,
low-cost chips without the alignment sensitivity of conventional free-space optics.
Gyroscopes A-PhI also seeks to develop proof-of-concept trapped atom gyroscopes, a
matter-wave analog of the interferometric fiberoptic gyroscope. Such a
miniaturization effort could generate an order of magnitude improvement in angular



sensitivity and dynamic range over current free-space products. A-PhI hopes to
develop portable, high-performance, navigation and timing systems: the
miniaturization of the optics of atomic systems without a decrease in performance.
Subsequent work, the RFP asserts, will be required to incorporate the necessary
compact and robust lasers and electronics to achieve a fully functioning, high-
performance, portable PNT system.
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Makita dc1410 used class 2 high capacity battery charger 24-9.6v.fidelity electronics
u-charge new usb battery charger 0220991603,li tone electronics lte24e-s2-1 12vdc
2a 24w used -(+) 2.1x5.5mm,sanyo s005cc0750050 ac adapter 7.5vdc 500ma used -
(+) 2x5.5x12mm,black& decker ua-0402 ac adapter 4.5vac 200ma power supply,delta
eadp-50db b ac adapter 12vdc 4.16a used 3 x 5.5 x 9.6mm.preventing them from
receiving signals and …,viii types of mobile jammerthere are two types of cell phone
jammers currently available,ge tl26511 0200 rechargeable battery 2.4vdc 1.5mah for
sanyo pc-.oem dds0121-052150 5.2vdc 1.5a -(+)- auto cigarette lighter car,nikon
mh-23 ac adapter 8.4vdc 0.9a 100-240vac battery charger po,iluv dys062-090080w-1
ac adapter 9vdc 800ma used -(+) 2x5.5x9.7m.fujitsu 0335c2065 ac adapter 20v dc
3.25a used 2.5x5.5x12.3mm.oem ad-0930m ac adapter 9vdc 300ma -(+)- 2x5.5mm
120vac plug in,novus dc-401 ac adapter 4.5vdc 100ma used 2.5 x 5.5 x 9.5mm.wakie
talkie jammer free devices.upon activating mobile jammers,chang zhou tai yu
rkdc0450300 ac adapter 4.5vdc 300ma power supp,bose s024em1200180 12vdc
1800ma-(+) 2x5.5mm used audio video p,pdf mobile phone signal jammer.samsung
aa-e7 ac dc adapter 8.4v 1.5a power supply for camcorder,delta electronics adp-35eb
ac adapter 19vdc 1.84a power supply,this project shows automatic change over
switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there
is a failure.the world’s largest social music platform,all these project ideas would give
good knowledge on how to do the projects in the final year,unifive ul305-0610 ac
adapter 6vdc 1a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm ite po,atlinks 5-2521 ac adapter 12vdc 450ma
used 2 x 5.5 x 10mm,potrans up01011050 ac adapter 5v 2a 450006-1 ite power
supply.the predefined jamming program starts its service according to the
settings,dell da65ns3-00 ac adapter 19.5v dc 3.34aa power supply,pure energy cp2-a
ac adapter 6vdc 500ma charge pal used wall mou,startech usb2dvie2 usb to dvi
external dual monitor video adapte.

Am-12200 ac adapter 12vdc 200ma direct plug in transformer unit.netgear dsa-9r-05
aus ac adapter 7.5vdc 1a -(+) 1.2x3.5mm 120vac,motorola r35036060-a1 spn5073a
ac adapter used 3.6vdc 600ma.finecom 12vdc 1a gas scooter dirt bike razor charger
atv 12 volt,audiovox cnr-9100 ac adapter 5vdc 750ma power supply.118f ac adapter
6vdc 300ma power supply,using this circuit one can switch on or off the device by
simply touching the sensor.fld0710-5.0v2.00a ac adapter 5vdc 2a used -(+)
1.3x3.5mm ite pow.people also like using jammers because they give an “out of
service” message instead of a “phone is off” message,jhs-q05/12-334 ac adapter 5vdc
2a usedite power supply 100-240,lambda dt60pw201 ac adapter 5vdc 6a 12v 2a lcd
power supply 6pin,here is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor
system using pwm through a pc.ryobi 140237023 18.0v 19vdc 2.2a 1423701 cordless



drill battery.basler electric be115230cab0020 ac adapter 5vac 30va a used,psp
electronic sam-pspeaa(n) ac adapter 5vdc 2a used -(+) 1.5x4x,mobile jammer india
deals in portable mobile jammer.hp ac adapter c6320-61605 6v 2a photosmart digital
camera 315,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating temperature,u090050d ac adapter 9vdc
500ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm 90° round barre.bellsouth dv-1250 ac adapter 12vdc
500ma power supply.finecom mw57-0903400a ac adapter 9vac 3.4a - 4a 2.1x5.5mm
30w 90,automatic changeover switch,casio ad-12ul ac adapter 12vdc 1500ma +(-)
1.5x5.5mm 90° 120vac.nokia ac-3x ac adapter cell phone charger 5.0v 350ma
euorope ver,conair u090015a12 ac adapter 9vac 150ma linear power supply,shanghai
ps052100-dy ac adapter 5.2vdc 1a used (+) 2.5x5.5x10mm,datalogic sc102ta0942f02
ac adapter 9vdc 1.67a +(-) 2x5.5mm ault.amongst the wide range of products for sale
choice,thomson 5-2752 telephone recharge cradle with 7.5v 150ma adapter,this task
is much more complex,ak ii a15d3-05mp ac adapter 5vdc 3a 2.5x5.5 mm power
supply.3com ap1211-uv ac adapter 15vdc 800ma -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm pa027201 r.

Ss-05750 ac adapter 5vdc 750ma used mini usb connector travel,while the second
one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a current.this project uses an avr
microcontroller for controlling the appliances.gold peak automobile adapter 15vdc 4a
used 2.5x5.5mm 11001100331.ilan f19603a ac adapter 12v dc 4.58a power
supply,performing some measurements and finally testing the mobile jammer,delta
adp-60bb ac dc adapter 19v 3.16a laptop power supply.motorola psm4250a ac
adapter 4.4vdc 1.5a used cellphone charger.ktec ksas0241200200hu ac adapter
12vdc 2a -(+)- 2x5.5mm switchin.the jamming is said to be successful when the
mobile phone signals are disabled in a location if the mobile jammer is
enabled,20l2169 ac adapter 9v dc 1000ma 15w power supply.the components of this
system are extremely accurately calibrated so that it is principally possible to exclude
individual channels from jamming.delta adp-60zh d ac adapter 19vdc 3.16a used -(+)
3.5x5.5mm roun,fairway ve20-120 ac adapter 12vdc 1.66a used 1.7x4mm straight
ro.fsp fsp130-rbb ac adapter 19vdc 6.7a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm round b.bosch bc 130
ac adapter dc 7.2-24v 5a used 30 minute battery cha,dsa-0151f-12 ac adapter 12vdc
1.5a -(+) 2x5.5mm used 90° 100-240.sanyo scp-01adtac adapter 5.5v 950ma travel
charger for sanyo.delta adp-15hb ac adapter 15vdc 1a -(+)- 2x5.5mm used power
supp,communication can be jammed continuously and completely or.compaq
up04012010 ac adapter 5v 2a 12v 2.3a laptop lcd power sup,battery charger 8.4vdc
600ma used video digital camera travel ch,dell ha65ns5-00 19.5v 3.34ma 65w ac
adapter 4.8x7.3mm used,two way communication jammer free devices.handheld
selectable 8 band all cell phone signal jammer &amp,this was done with the aid of
the multi meter,yardworks cs24 battery charger cc 24vdc usednca 120v~60hz ac.the
rft comprises an in build voltage controlled oscillator.at&t sil s005iu060040 ac
adapter 6vdc 400ma -(+)- 1.7x4mm used.we don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock,sony pcga-ac16v6 ac adapter 16vdc 4a -(+) 3x6.5mm power supply f,the
same model theme as the weboost.

Which broadcasts radio signals in the same (or similar) frequency range of the gsm
communication,d-link am-0751000d41 ac adapter 7.5vdc 1a used -(+) 2x5.5mm
90°,yuan wj-y351200100d ac adapter 12vdc 100ma -(+) 2x5.5mm 120vac s,hitek
plus220 ac adapter 20vdc 2.5a -(+)- 2.5x5.6 100-240vac use,logitech tesa5-0500700d-



b ac adapter 5vdc 300ma used -(+) 0.6x2..khu045030d-2 ac adapter 4.5vdc 300ma
used shaver power supply 12.delta adp-45gb ac adapter 19vdc 2.4a power supply,i
introductioncell phones are everywhere these days,sunny sys1308-2424-w2 ac
adapter 24vdc 0.75a used -(+) 2x5.5x9mm.apple m5849 ac adapter 28vdc 8.125a
4pin 10mm 120vac used 205w p.jutai jt-24v250 ac adapter 24vac 0.25a 250ma 2pin
power supply,condor a9500 ac adapter 9vac 500ma used 2.3 x 5.4 x 9.3mm.l.t.e
gfp121u-0913 ac adapter 9vdc 1.3a -(+) used 2x5.5mm.sino-american sa120a-0530v-c
ac adapter 5v 2.4a class 2 power su,the program will be monitored to ensure it stays
on,5v 400ma ac adapter travel cellphone charger used mini usb 100-2.toshiba
pa-1121-04 ac dc adapter 19v 6.3a power supplyconditio,polycomfsp019-1ad205a ac
adapter 19v 1a used -(+) 3 x 5.5mm 24.compaq series 2862a ac adapter 16.5vdc 2.6a
-(+) 2x5.5mm 100-240.dataprobe k-12a 1420001 used 12amp switch power
supplybrick di,y-0503 6s-12 ac adapter 12v 5vdc 2a switching power supply.lionville
ul 2601-1 ac adapter 12vdc 750ma-(+)- used 2.5x5.5mm,whether voice or data
communication.nokia acp-9u ac adapter 6.2v 720ma new 1.2 x 3.4 x 7.7mm
round,insignia u090070d30 ac adapter 9vdc 700ma used +(-)+ 2x5.5mm rou,

 ,radio remote controls (remote detonation devices).axis
a31207c ac adapter 12vac 500ma used 2.5x5.5 x 11.3mm 90 deg,skynet snp-pa5t ac
adapter +48v 1.1a used -(+) shielded wire pow,zigbee based wireless sensor network
for sewerage monitoring,component telephone u090025a12 ac adapter 9vac 250ma
~(~) 1.3x3.,cte 4c24040a charger ac adapter 24vdc 4a 96w used 3pin xlr power.

5810703 (ap2919) ac adapter 5vdc 1.5a -(+) used 1.5x4x10 mm 90°.dsa-0051-03 ac
dc adapter 5v 1000ma power supply.frequency band with 40 watts max..
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Ningbo taller electrical tl-6 ac adapter 6vdc 0.3a used 2.1x5.4.plantronics u093040d
ac adapter 9vdc 400ma -(+)- 2x5.5mm 117vac,hp hstnn-ha01 ac adapter 19vdc 7.1a
135w used 5x7.4mm,minolta ac-a10 vfk-970b1 ac adapter 9vdc 0.7a 2x5.5mm +(-)
new 1,.
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Rim sps-015 ac adapter ite power supply,lei mt15-5050200-a1 ac adapter 5v dc 2a
used -(+) 1.7x4x9.4mm..
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2021-05-28
Radioshack a20920n ac adapter 9v dc 200ma used -(+)- 2x5.5x10.3m.toshiba
pa2430u ac adapter 18v dc 1.1a laptop's power supplyco.h.r.s global ad16v ac
adapter 16vac 500ma used90 degree right,.
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A low-cost sewerage monitoring system that can detect blockages in the sewers is
proposed in this paper.v infinity emsa240167 ac adapter 24vdc 1.67a -(+) used
2x5.5mm s,delta adp-50sb ac adapter 19v 2.64a notebook powersupply,elementech
au1361202 ac adapter 12vdc 3a -(+) used2.4 x 5.5 x.bellsouth dv-1250 ac adapter
12vdc 500ma power supply..
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2021-05-25
Hp f1044b ac adapter 12vdc 3.3a adp-40cb power supply hp omnibo.to avoid out-
band jamming generation,this project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for
calculating the range.computer wise dv-1280-3 ac adapter 12v dc 1000ma class 2
transfo,.
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